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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the thermal performance, exported vibration, and magnetics testing and 
results for a Lockheed Martin standard micro pulse tube cryocooler. The thermal performance of 
the microcooler was measured in vacuum with heat reject temperatures between 150 and 300 K. 
The cooler was driven with Thales XPCDE4865 drive electronics for input powers ranging from 4 
to 20 W and drive frequency between 84 and 98 Hz. The optimal drive frequency was dependent 
upon both input power and heat reject temperature. In addition, the exported forces and torques of 
the cooler were measured with the cooler driven by Thales CDE7232 drive electronics for input 
powers ranging from 4 to 20 W and drive frequency between 88 and 96 Hz.  Moreover, the auto-
matic vibration reduction function of the drive electronics was able to decrease the force along the 

were measured at various locations.

INTRODUCTION

and a pulse tube coldhead containing no moving parts. Lockheed Martin has published a number of 
papers focusing on this cooler in recent years [1, 2, 3, 4]. This cooler has been optimized for a coldtip  
temperature of 125 K to 150 K and operates with a drive frequency near 100 Hz [2]. In addition, it is 
capable of operating with a heat rejection temperature below 150 K [3]. This capability is important 
for deep space missions because of the low survival temperature required for the power savings 
in survival mode. The compressor weighs 210 grams and the entire cooler weighs 328 grams [3]. 

in this work consisted of physically the same coldhead and compressor as that described in [4] except 
with a different transfer line. This work seeks to advance the Lockheed Martin standard microcooler 

and electromagnetic interference over a wide range of operating conditions.
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THERMAL PERFORMANCE TESTS

Test Setup and Procedure

Figure 1 shows a photograph of the test setup used for thermal performance measurements. 
The Lockheed Martin (LM) cooler’s thermal performance was measured inside a thermal vacuum 

was achieved by cooling a copper mounting plate with a Gifford-McMahon (GM) laboratory cooler. 

surface. It was maintained between 150 and 300 K with a Lake Shore 340 temperature controller 
powering Dale resistors. In addition, the compressor temperature was measured and was approxi-
mately 5°C warmer than the expander for the duration of the tests. The LM cooler was powered 
with Thales XPCDE4865 drive electronics supplying between 3.5 and 16 W to the compressor at 
drive frequencies between 83 and 98 Hz.  A coldblock consisting of a copper ring equipped with 
resistors and a Lake Shore DT670 diode maintained the cold tip temperature between 55 and 225 K by 
supplying heat loads of between 0 and 2.5 W. Note that all of the cold surfaces inside the vacuum 
chamber were covered with multi-layer insulation (MLI). In addition, Lockheed Martin provided a 
recommended maximum drive voltage based on the motor characteristics as a function of frequency, 
compressor temperature, and current.

Effect of Drive Frequency

2 -
tracted from the compressor input power divided by the compressor input power [5]. In this case, the 

for a given heat reject temperature and cooler input power, the respective minimum and maximum 
fall nearly on the same drive frequency. This indicates that the peak thermodynamic frequency of 
the coldhead and the compressor resonant frequency are well matched [4]. 

Effect of Heat Rejection Temperature

-

Figure 1. LM cooler in the TVAC test setup. Both the coldblock and MLI are not shown.
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Figure 2.
temperatures, cold tip temperatures, and cooler input powers.

Figure 3.
for 150 K expander temperature with the cooler driven at 88 Hz.
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Figure 4. Photograph of the LM cooler mounted on the Kistler dynamometer.

voltage. For a given input voltage, the input power decreased as the cold tip temperature increased. 

cold tip temperature and input power, the cooling capability of the cooler increased with decreasing 
expander temperature. Note that the compressor input power was limited to 16 W for the duration 
of these tests. The maximum input power was not necessarily reached during these tests. In fact, 
Lockheed Martin has input up to 20 W to this model cooler at 300 K expander temperature for cold 
tip temperatures up to 200 K corresponding to 2.25 W of cooling [2].

EXPORTED FORCES AND TORQUES

Test setup and Procedure
Figure 4 shows a photograph of the LM cooler mounted on a Kistler dynamometer that measured 

exported forces from the cooler. It also shows the coldblock previously described. The complete 
test setup has been described in the literature previously [6, 7]. The cooler was operated with the 
Thales CDE7232 drive electronics for compressor input powers ranging from 5 to 18 W and drive 

of this drive electronics was tested. Similar to previous works, the force signal in the compressor 
axis was used as feedback for this feature [6, 7]. The expander temperature of the cooler was not 
actively controlled but did not exceed 30°C for the duration of these tests. In addition, the cold tip 
was not contained in a vacuum housing during these measurements. Also note that the compressor 
mount was not bonded to the compressor when it was delivered to JPL and for the entire duration 
of the thermal performance and electromagnetic interference tests. However, the mount was bonded 
to the compressor with Nusil CV-2946 for the duration of the exported force results presented here. 

Effect of Drive Frequency
Figure 5 shows the 0-peak force vs. harmonic in all three axes for 10 and 15 W compressor input 

power for drive frequency between 88 and 96 Hz. Note that harmonic 0 corresponded to the drive 
frequency. The compressor axis force at the drive frequency decreased with decreasing frequency. 
In most cases, the force for a given harmonic, direction, and input power decreased with decreasing 
drive frequency. In addition, the fourth harmonic of the force in the transfer line axis was largest 
among the harmonics. The fourth harmonic in the vertical axis at 15 W input power was also very 
large. This possibly could be attributed to non-uniform magnetic materials in the compressor or small 
motor misalignment. Indeed, magnetic analysis performed by Lockheed Martin indicated that non-
uniform magnetic side loads could lead to lateral forces at the higher harmonics. However, it should 

to smaller harmonics. For example, 2 N at 400 Hz leads to the same displacement as 0.02 N at 40 Hz.
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Effect of Input Power
Figure 6 shows the force vs. harmonic in all three axes for various input voltages as well as 

the same data as force vs. compressor input power for various harmonics with the cooler driven at 
96 Hz. It is evident that for a given harmonic and axis, the force decreased with decreasing input 

Figure 5. Force vs. harmonic in all three axes for 10 and 15 W compressor input power for drive 
frequency between 88 and 96 Hz. Note the vertical upper limit is different on each plot.
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C19_069 6power/voltage. In addition, the majority of the compressor axis force was contained in the drive 
frequency. However, the fourth harmonic of the transfer line and vertical axis forces was the largest. 
The transfer line axis force was the smallest reaching a peak of 1.6 N 0-peak. Moreover, the vertical 
axis force exceeded that of the compressor axis for input voltages above 11 Vrms. In fact, there was 
a sharp increase in vertical axis force for input voltages above 10 Vrms and the cooler compressor 

Figure 6. Force vs. harmonic in all three axes for various input voltages as well as force vs. compressor 
input power in all three axes for various harmonics. The cooler was driven at 96 Hz in all cases without 

plot in the right column.
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C19_069 7made a louder noise at a different tone. Again, the large forces in the vertical axis could possibly 
be attributed to non-uniform magnetic side loads in the compressor.

Effect of Automatic Vibration Reduction
  Figure 7 shows the force in the compressor axis as a function of harmonic for various input 

voltages at 96 Hz with the automatic vibration reduction function of the drive electronics off and 

below 10 mN 0-peak for input voltages up to 11 Vrms. For voltages above 11 Vrms, the function was 
not able to complete its calibration period and continuously changed the input wave forms to the 
compressor motors.

ELECTROMAGETIC INTERFERENCE 

DC measurements
Figure 8

LM cooler. The cooler was without any mechanical supports/mounting structures. A Lake Shore 
475 DSP Gaussmeter with a Lake Shore HMMA-1808-VF axial probe was used to measure the DC 

compressor. Figure 9
-

mined by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the radial and axial measurements at 

Figure 7.
and on. Note the vertical upper limit is different on each plot.

Figure 8.
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Figure 9

Figure 9 (right) indicates the expected 1/distance3

magnet and distance from it [8]. In addition, magnetic mapping was performed around one rotational 
axis and additional measurements were taken about multiple rotational axes in order to establish 
the magnetic dipole moment of the cooler. The magnetic mapping yielded a quadrupole magnetic 

than one magnet. The overall magnetic dipole moment was calculated from the measurements about 
multiple rotational axes and was 9.18 mA-m2

the dipole moment and was 3.67 nT pk-pk at 1 m. 

 AC measurements
Figure 8

LM cooler. The cooler was mounted on a chiller plate that was used to maintain the expander at 
room temperature while the cooler operated. Insulation was placed around the cold tip to reduce 
the buildup of ice. The cooler was operated at input powers between 10 and 20.5 W at 96 Hz. The 

(96 and 192 Hz) were calculated by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the axial and 

was weakly dependent on cooler input power and varied by less than 5% for cooler input power 
ranging from 10 W to 20.5 W. Figure 10
192 Hz as a function of axial distance at from the center of the compressor end (left) and of radial 

[9] was 
met at 7 cm from the compressor end for both Army and Navy applications. However, it was not 
met 7 cm radially from the side of the compressor for Navy applications. These results indicate that 

Figure 9.
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CONCLUSION
This paper described the thermal performance, exported vibration, and magnetics testing and 

results of a Lockheed Martin standard micro pulse tube cryocooler. The thermal performance of 
the microcooler driven with Thales XPCDE4865 drive electronics was reported for heat reject 
temperatures between 150 and 300 K, input powers ranging from 4 to 20 W, and drive frequency 
between 84 and 98 Hz. The optimal drive frequency was dependent on both input power and heat 
reject temperature. In addition, the exported forces and torques of the cooler were measured with the 
cooler driven by Thales CDE7232 drive electronics for input powers ranging from 4 to 20 W and 
drive frequency between 88 and 96 Hz. The exported forces were dependent on both input power 
and drive frequency. Furthermore, the automatic vibration reduction function of the drive electronics 
was able to decrease the force in the compressor axis to below 10 mN 0-peak for input power up 

3.67 nT pk-pk at a distance of 1 m. The AC measurements revealed that the cooler did not meet 

excellent candidate for future space missions. 
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